St White’s Primary School - PSHE
Phase: LKS2

TEAM

What should I already know?
R1. about the roles different people
R2. to identify the people who love and care for them and
what they do to help them feel cared for
R23. to recognise the ways in which they are the same and
different to others
L4. about the different groups they belong to
.

Knowledge

If a class team works well together, it has a
positive impact on all of its members and
what they can achieve.
You can identify the impact your actions
have on the team you are working in.
You can learn about successful teamwork
skills, being considerate of others in the
team and how to positively resolve any
conflicts that occur.
You will also learn about their individual
responsibilities towards teams you work in
and how new starts, such as starting a new
school year, may feel and how you can
support each other in this.

Technical vocabulary

Values
Challenge

Is it a challenge to
respect people’s rights?

Commit

How can we commit to
ensuring people’s rights
are respected?

Conquer

Why is important to
conquer your
differences?

Celebrate

How do we celebrate
differences?

Key facts and figures
•

All people are entitled to human
rights non matter where they have
come from.

•

Children have their own special rights

•

Alll rights are of equal importance

•

No one should take awy our human
rights

•

We are all different – this makes the
world an exciting place to live

Pride,
proud,,,,,

A feeling of pleasure and satisfaction

emotions

feelings

assertive

Confidence and forcefulness

uncomfortable

Not feeling at ease with something

messages,,

A way of communicating

media

TV, radio, internet

cope

Being able to deal with something

feelings

How you feel inside yourself

strategies

Different ways to deal with
something

